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A correlation coefficient for circular data

BY N. I. FISHER
CSIRO Division of Mathematics and Statistics, Lindfield, N.S.W., Australia

AND A. J. LEE
Department of Mathematics, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand

SUMMARY

A coefficient to measure association between angular variables is discussed, its
asymptotic distribution found, and its properties developed. Comparisons with other
statistics in current use are made, and some examples given.

Some key words: Circular correlation; Directional data; Rank correlation; T-linear association; T-monotone
association; {/-statistic.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let 0 and Q> be two angular random variables with joint distribution on the surface of
a torus. A natural way of defining complete dependence of 0 and <I>, corresponding to a
linear relationship between two real random variables, is

o mod(27t), positive association, (1-1)
0 = — <D + a0 mod (2ft), negative association, (12)

for some arbitrary fixed direction a0. We shall refer to such dependences as toroidal-
linear, or T-linear.

Much of the recent research on T-linear dependence has been concerned with detecting
the existence of this sort of association, without discriminating between positive and
negative association; thus, the measures proposed to estimate T-linear association have
necessarily taken values in the range [0,1]. Jupp & Mardia (1980) give a comprehensive
review. However, Rivest (1982) has proposed a signed measure of T-linear association
taking values in the interval [—1,1] which permits discrimination between (11) and
(1*2). Rivest's measure p* is the smaller eigenvalue of the cross-product matrix E(uv'),
where u' = (cos0, sin 0) and v' = (cos<l>,sin<l>).

In the present paper we study a correlation coefficient pT which is also a signed
measure of T-linear assocation, and which is a natural analogue of the usual product
moment correlation of two linear variates. In §2, the definition and properties of pT are
presented, and pT is evaluated for two parametric families. In §3, a suitable sample
estimate pT is proposed, and appropriate large sample theory developed. Some numerical
examples are considered in § 4.

Corresponding to monotone association between two real random variables, it is
possible to define a notion of toroidal-monotone, or T-monotone, association between
two angular random variables. Fisher & Lee (1982) proposed a model of T-monotone
association and introduced a [/-statistic analogous to Kendall's tau to estimate it. An
analogue of Spearman's rho was also proposed; its connexion with pT is discussed in §5.
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328 N. I. FISHER AND A. J. LEE

2. DEFINITION OF THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

We propose to measure association between two circular variates 0 and <J> by
measuring separately the degree to which 0 can be predicted from <I> using one of the
relationships (1*1) or (1*2), and constructing a measure by taking the difference of these
measures. This seems reasonable in that a relationship well predicted by (11) will be
poorly predicted by (12) and vice versa. The result is a signed correlation coefficient
which permits discrimination between relationships of the form (1*1) and (12).

Specifically, consider the quantities

S±(a) =

The minima of these expressions as a varies are given by

S+ = 2{1-£(©-*)} , 8- = 2{l-JR(0 + <D)},

where JR2(4*) = {E(cos ^P)}2 + {E(sin 40}2 is the square of the mean resultant length of a
circular variate 4*. Thus S + and 5_ measure the extent to which 0 may be predicted
from O using (11) and (12), and

} (2-1)

When (11) is true, we can expect the first term of this to be unity, and the second small,
while if (T2) is true the reverse obtains.

Rivest's measure is based on a normed version of (2-1); for the properties of this
measure, see Rivest (1982).

However, considerable statistical and mathematical advantages may be gained by
considering instead a measure based on

D = 2{JR
2(0-<D)-i?2(0 + (D)}

and we now turn to a discussion of such a measure.
Suppose that (0,,Oj) and (@2>®2) a r e independently distributed as (0,<D). Then we

may write

D = £ r{2sin(01-02)sin(O1-O2)},
whence

D2 ^ {1 -i?2(20)} {1 -R2(2<t>)}.

It is thus natural to norm the quantity D and define a signed measure of the
predictability of 0 from Q> by

(2-2)

pT = D/[{l-R2(2Q)} {l-i22

Jg[{sin(01-02)sin(<D1-O)2)}]
~[E{sin2{®l-®2)}E{sin2(Q1-Q2)}]*'

Note that the ordinary correlation coefficient p(X, Y) for two linear variables X and Y
has the alternative form

, -X2) (Yx - 72)}/[^{(X1 - X2)
2} E{( 7, - 72)

2}]*.

The measure pT has the following properties:
(i) - U P r ^ l ;

(ii) pT = 1 if and only if© and Q> are related by (11), and pT = — 1 if and only if (1-2)
holds;
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(iii) pT is invariant under choice of origin for 0 and <I>, and reflection of one of© and <I>
changes the sign of pT but not its magnitude;

(iv) if 0 and <J> are independent then pT = 0;
(v) if the distributions of 0 and <D are each unimodal and highly concentrated,

pr(0,<D) — p(0,<D).
We note that pT has properties (ii) and (v), which are not completely satisfied by Rivest's
coefficient p*.

Another signed measure of circular correlation was proposed by Thompson (1975),
based on half-angles ^0 and $> instead of© and O. However, Thompson's measure has
the drawback that it is not necessarily 1 under the model (1-1), or — 1 under the model
(1-2).

We now present examples of pT computed for specific parametric families of densities.

Example 1. Let X, Y have a bivariate normal distribution with zero mean vector,
variances o\,a\ and correlation p. Define

0 = X mod (27:), <D = Y mod (2n),

so that 0 and <t have a wrapped bivariate normal distribution. Then, since cos# and
sin (j> are periodic with period 2n, we have

E(cos 0 sin <D) = E{cosXain Y),

and similarly for the other expressions involved in the numerator of pT. We obtain

E(sin 0 sin O) = exp{— %(o\ + o\)} ainh (pat a2),

E(cos 0 cos O) = exp { — \(a\ + a\)} cosh (pal a2),

E(sir\ 0 cos <D) = #(cos 0 sin <D) = 0,
and so

D = 2exp{-(af + a|)}sinh(2p<T1(72).

Since for the wrapped normal R(2Q) = exp( — 2o\), R(2Q>) = exp( — 2<r|), we obtain
finally

pT = sinh (2pal CT2)/{sinh {2a\) sinh (2CT|)}*,

which is well approximated by the linear correlation p for aua2 small.

Example 2. Consider the family of bivariate densities (Wehrly & Johnson, 1980)

f.(e,<f>) = g(e-(f>)/(2n), f+(d,4>) = g(d + <t>)l(2n), (2-3)

where g is a density on the circle with mean resultant length R. Then pT = R2 for the first
family (2-3) and — R2 for the second. The case of uniform g corresponds to pT = 0 while as
the resultant length of the mean direction of g increases to 1 the correlation pT increases
to 1 in the first case and decreases to — 1 in the second.

3. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATOR

Given a random sample pt = (0,-, 0,) (i = 1, ...,ri) from a distribution on the torus, a
natural estimator of pT suggested by (2-2) is

„ _ I sin (0,-0,) sin ((/>,-<£,)
•(2-sin (Ui — U:)Mi2-sin (Qi~Qi)}
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330 N. I. FISHER AND A. J. LEE

where each summation is over the range 1 ^ i <j ^ n. By defining

and letting U(
n
l\ U™ and U(

n
3) be the [/-statistics based on the kernels Ka\ Kw, Kl3) and

the sample plt ...,pn, we can write

We note that pT shares properties (i)-(iii) of pT.

4. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES

From the theory of [/-statistics (Hoeffding, 1948), we have that

cov (£/('>, U">) = 4^(t, j j

where ^( i , j) = cov {K»\PUP2), K^(P2,P3)}.
Let Hi = E{K(i)(Pl,P2)}; then a Taylor series argument yields

E(PT) = PT{^ + (^

v&r(pT) =n~1 pj-(4

where t]i} = ^(i, j)/(/^j) (hj= 1,2,3).
In the special case of independence, these reduce to

E{pT) = o(n-1), var(pr) = 4^(1,

since ^(1,2) = ^(1,3) = ^(2,3) = 0, and ^ = 0.
For an arbitrary circular variate T, define the trigonometric moments

ap = ap(V) = E{coS (p«P)}, Pp = /?„(¥

and l e t ^ T ) = al +p2
l+a2p

2
1-a

2
1a2-2a1 ^^2. Then

and /i3 = ^{1 — a2(<I>) — ̂ 2(^)}> &n^ since sample trigonometric moments consistently
estimate the population moments, we may test the independence hypothesis by using
the asymptotically N(0,1) statistic

Z = (n*[il*n2pT)/{A(e)A(<?>)}\

where the circumflex denotes the replacement of population quantities by sample
quantities. For small sample sizes, a randomization test can be used; for moderate
sample sizes, it will be necessary to sample the randomization distribution of Z.

If the mean resultant length of 0 or <I> is zero, for example, if either is a priori assumed
uniform, then ^1(1,1) = 0 and the {/-statistic t/J,1' is degenerate. It follows from standard
[/-statistic theory (Gregory, 1977) that in this case the asymptotic distribution of npT is
double exponential with density ^e"'*'.

For the point and interval estimation pT in the nonindependent case, we can use the
results of Arvesen (1969). Using his notation, define
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where, for example, U{1\ is the [/-statistic C/(I) calculated on a sample of size n — 1 with
pt deleted.

Denoting by pt the pseudovalues npT — (n — 1) pJfL j , we may use as a point estimate of
pT the jackknifed version pj = n~1'Lipi of pT and estimate the standard error of p}

consistently by n~*s where

A (1—a) confidence interval is accordingly f>ji.n *sz(^a) where z(^a) is the upper \a
point of the standard normal distribution.

The validity of the above depends on the function ^1/(^2/^3)* having bounded
derivatives in a neighbourhood of (/ii,/i2> ^3). which will be the case if fi2 and /i3 are
nonzero, i.e. provided that neither 20 nor 2<D is constant.

5. EXAMPLES

We reanalyse the sets of data cited by Fisher & Lee (1982) and illustrate them in Figs 1
and 2.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

0 = 0

Fig. 1. Peak times of two successive measurements 0, <1>, of blood pressure (Downs, 1974). Data are
projected from the surface of a torus onto a plane normal to the axis of the torus.

Fig. 2. Wind directions at 6.00 am and 12 noon, on 21 successive days (Johnson & Wehrly, 1977;
VVehrly & Johnson, 1980). Projection as in Fig. 1, with data on concealed half of torus appearing as

open circles.

Example 1. (Downs, 1974.) The peak times for two successive measurements of blood
pressure, converted into angles, of 10 medical students were recorded. The estimated
value pT for these data is 0965. This very high value is not surprising in view of the plot
of the data.

Example 2. (Johnson & Wehrly, 1977; Wehrly & Johnson, 1980.) Analysis of these
data by Wehrly & Johnson (1980) suggests that the marginal random variables may
reasonably be assumed to have circular uniform distributions. Under this assumption
npT is asymptotically unit double exponential under independence, as indicated in the
previous section. For these data, pT = 0-191, and npT = 4-011; the upper 0-025 point of the
asymptotic distribution is 299, suggesting some degree of T-linearity between the
underlying variates.
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332 N. I. FISHER AND A. J. LEE

6. NONPARAMETRIC MEASURES

Fisher & Lee (1982) proposed a general definition of association for two angular
variables on the torus, and studied two statistics for assessing this assocation. One of
these statistics, tln, is an analogue of Spearman's rho and a modification of a statistic
proposed by Mardia (1975). Now ftB can be written

4n~2 £ sin{2n(ri —rj)/n) sin {2n(8t —8j)/n},
IZKJZn

where r1; ...,rn and s1, ...,«„ are the ranks referred to an arbitrary origin of 9lt ...,#„ and
4>x, ...,</>„ respectively. This is identical to pT calculated using the circular ranks 2nrjn
and 2n8i/n, for n > 2.

Thus pT and tln have the same relationship as do Pearson's r and Spearman's rho, in
that the latter is obtained from the former by replacing observations by their ranks.

Note that, under independence, the asymptotic distribution ofpT, when the marginals
are uniform, coincides with the asymptotic distribution of ftB.

We are grateful to the referee for a careful reading of the original manuscript.
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